Home Learning Activities for Year 1

Date: 11.05.2020

English –

Maths -

Now that you have spent time learning your story and retelling it, it is time to innovate it. We
would like you to change the main character and think of a new emergency or main event in
the story’s plot. Once you have changed the emergency, you will need to think about how the
events that follow will also change.

You have been learning lots about multiplication over the last few weeks. We have looked at
counting in 2s, 5s and 10s, repeated addition, how we record these as multiplication number
sentences and how we can represent them as arrays. Now we would like you to put this into
practise! Solve the multiplication problems using what you have learnt. Remember to write the
number sentences to go with the word problems and to draw arrays to help you find the answer.

When you are thinking about a new character you could draw a picture and add some labels to
describe him/her. It also might help to role play your ideas for your innovated story or say
them out loud to your toys or a member of your family. Remember to check that the sequence
of events is ordered correctly and make sense.

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2387-multiples-of-2-5-and-10-word-problem-challengecards
Here is an example to help you.
2x9=

Theme Australia is a huge country! Because it
is so big, there are lots of different
physical features. These include the
outback (desert), rainforests and coral
reefs. We would like you to explore
Australia, by looking at maps, and find
out a little about these different areas.
We would then like you to choose one
and find out about the animals that
live there.
You can record what you have found in
any way you would like. You might
make a poster, a fact file, a video etc.

Theme Links:

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/457819118351293720/?nic_v1=1a0vidAj5CeX6SkK7xqSbl
https://australianmuseum.net.au/learn/teachers/learning/habitats/
https://www.ezilon.com/maps/oceania/australia-physical-maps.html
Nt3v%2FM6WHm0Pdud77xcOEb7WJ4Oi53G3byHIkf5%2Fk3Fs
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/countries/facts-about-australia/
https://www.activewild.com/australian-animals-list/

